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EVIDENTIALITY  IN  ESTONIAN  AND  
SOME  OTHER  LANGUAGES.  INTRODUCTORY  REMARKS

Estonian belongs to those languages, where evidentiality, that is, reference
to the source of information is expressed morphologically (Standard Es-
tonian, present: ma / sa / ta / me / te / nad l u g e v a t �I / you /
he / we / you / they are said to read�; past: ma / sa / ta / me / te /
nad (o l e v a t) l u g e n u d) �I / you / he / we / you / they are said
to have read�. In Estonian linguistics the morphological paradigm of evi-
dentiality has been called the oblique mood (modus obliquus). However,
because we are dealing with reported evidentiality, more recent grammars
use the term �quotative� (EKG 1993; 1995). The same phenomenon occurs
in Livonian, for example, ta l u’ g g i j i �he is said to read�, and in the
Baltic languages, for example, Standard Latvian: viÏnçs l ºa s o t �he is said
to read�; Standard Lithuanian: Jis daug d i r b a s �He is said to work a
lot�. In addition to those Standard Estonian forms that are treated as a
mood, Common Estonian, especially the Estonian dialects, knows some
other possibilities to express evidentiality in declarative sentences, both
morphological and periphrastic. One of the peculiarities of Estonian is that
in addition to the quotative, the third person imperative forms, which have
become generalized into all the persons, have also evidential implications
(Standard Estonian, present: ma / sa / ta / me / te / nad l u g e g u �I
/ you / he / we / you / they should read�). Estonian linguists have
regarded this paradigm as an independent mood as well � the jussive,
which differs from the imperative. However, the essence of this mood has
remained unclear. A mood that is similar to the Estonian jussive can be
found in Livonian as well, for example, (laz) ma l u’ g g õ g �I should
read�.

The evidentiality systems of Estonian, as well as Livonian and the Baltic
languages, were discussed at the seminar �Indirect Mode of Reporting �
a Specific Feature of the Baltic Areal?� held at Pühajärve in South Estonia
on November 16, 2001. The seminar was organized in the framework of
the conference �Language Contacts of Small Languages� (November 15�
17). Efforts were made to find typological parallels in more distant lan-
guages as well. Petar Kehayov compared the Estonian evidential with that
of Bulgarian, and Ago Künnap provided an overview of a symposium on
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evidentiality held at the University of La Trobe (Melbourne). The present
issue publishes four presentations made at Pühajärve and the presentation
about the Enets evidential by Ago Künnap at the University of La Trobe.
The other presentations made at Pühajärve will be published in the con-
ference proceedings �Väikeste keelte kontaktid� (Võru 2002; in press).

Both in Estonian and the Baltic languages the oblique moods devel-
oped from the participles. In Standard Estonian the present form of indi-
rect mood is marked by -vat (historically the partitive form of the present
participle). The standard language adopted it from South Estonian dialects.
At the same time the Võru dialect uses as a quotative marker in addition
to the partitive form of the present participle also the v-final nominative
of the present participle, for example, ta ei t u n d õ v tedä ärq �he is
said not to recognize him�. At present efforts are being made to establish
this older but now rare form in the Võru literary language. Sulev Iva
showed in his report �Expression of Indirectness in the Võru Language�
(to be published in the conference proceedings) that in certain word types
the language tries to keep the v-marked oblique mood also formally
separated from the present participle. Namely, in verbal monosyllabic stems
that end in consonants the present participle ends in -va/-vä, for exam-
ple, võtva; the oblique form, however, still ends in -v, for example, võt-
tõv. The oblique mood was distinguished from the present participle also
in those verbal stems that end in a long vowel or a diphthong, where the
oblique marker was formed from two present markers that where con-
nected with a schwa: -bev/-bõv, for example, pernasõ tütär k u d a b õ v
kangast �the landlady�s daughter is said to be weaving a fabric� (see also
Kask 1984 : 251�270; Keem 1997 : 49).

One of the peculiarities of Estonian in comparison with the other circum-
Baltic languages is that in North and Central Estonian the infinitives are
used as evidential markers. In North Estonian the da-infinitive, which is
to a certain extent used in common Estonian, is the main evidential form,
for example, Ta o l l a haige �He is reported to be ill�. In the Central
Estonian the present evidential is expressed by means of the ma-infinitive,
for example, Ta e l a m a hästi �He is said to live well�. However, in both
areas one can come across other evidential forms. The report �About the
Reportive Mode in the Western Estonian Dialects� by Ellen Niit (to be pub-
lished in the conference proceedings) focused on these forms in western
dialects. The report showed that in the western dialect the da-infinitive
marker has become regrammaticalized to such an extent that it is attached
to the impersonal stem as well, for example, Muhu: joanibe t u l d a d e
meitele külase �it is said that we are going to have quests on midsummer day�.

In addition to the oblique forms that are clearly based on the participle
and the infinitive, the northwestern part of the Tartu dialect (Rannu, Nõo,
Puhja) reveals the na-marked form, for example, Rannu: karu o l n a
serände luum, et ...� the bear is reported to be such an animal that ��, and
in Saaremaa one can find the na-/ne-marked oblique forms, for example,
Juhan k i i t n a, et ta noor obu j o o s n a tükkis nobemini kut Sandri
oma; Ta p i d a n e andama aja, milla ta näitama akab �Juhan is reported
to brag that his young horse can run much faster than Sander�s horse; He
should provide a time when he will begin to show it�. The origin of these
forms is somewhat unclear. Because these forms have mostly a present
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meaning, one may assume that they proceeded from the ne-marked poten-
tial. In fact, this assumption has been made concerning the insular dialect
(Grünthal 1910; Kask 1984 : 279�281); in the case of the Tartu dialect,
however, it has been suggested that these forms may have proceeded also
from the nud-participle (Kask 1984 : 280). The article �Evidentiality in South
Estonian� by Helle Metslang and Karl Pajusalu compares these two devel-
opment paths from the point of view of the contemporary theory of gram-
maticalization and draws a conclusion that the hypothesis concerning the
potential is somewhat better grounded.

It would have been worthwhile to discuss one of the main means of
expressing (present) evidentiality in North Estonian dialects in the con-
temporary standard language, namely, the construction with the modal
verb pidama �must, have to�. In the standard language the imperfect form
of the pidama-verb expresses reported evidentiality in the present, for
example, Ta p i d i haige o l e m a (= Ta o l e v a t haige) �He is
said to be ill�. On the other hand, the present form of the pidama-verb has
the meaning of inferred evidentiality, for example, See p e a b küll karu
o l e m a, kes siin käinud �A bear must have visited this place� (cf. Erelt
2001). In the North Estonian dialects, however, the pidama-verb clearly
implies reported evidentiality, for example, Anseküla: Ta p e a b outu
juht o l e m a �He is said to be a driver�.

A number of seminar reports discussed the relationship between evi-
dentiality and commands. The article �Does Estonian Have the Jussive?�
by Mati Erelt is based on his seminar report. It attempts to prove that the
Estonian jussive, which developed by generalizing the third person imper-
ative form into the other persons (ma / sa / ta / me / te / nad l u g e g u
�I / you / he / we / you / they should read�), is actually an optative par-
adigm that has only some evidential implications. Therefore, its treatment
as an independent mood is justified. 

This view finds indirect support in the article �Reported Commands
in Lithuanian Compared to Estonian� by Birute Klaas, which provides an
overview of the treatment of the possibilities to express commands that
are directed at the third person in Lithuanian grammars. B. Klaas shows
that although the third person forms are usually regarded as belonging to
the imperative paradigm, they clearly have an optative meaning. In fact,
some forms that have become archaic have developed from the old opta-
tive. On the other hand, the more recent forms have also developed from
the present indicative by attaching a modal particle or a suffix that has
developed from the latter. However, in Lithuanian the optative meaning
has not extended to the first and the second persons, as is the case in
Estonian, and unlike Estonian, it has no evidential implications. In Lithuan-
ian evidentiality is related to only statements. A command that is directed
at the speaker is expressed only by means of the complex sentence,
whereas the verb in the subordinate clause stands in the conditional. This
alternative is possible in Estonian as well, for example, Ta ütles, et ma
t e e k s i n = t e h k u see töö ära �He said that I should do this job�.

In Latvian the third person imperative form has not become general-
ized to the other persons either. Liena Muiçzniece showed in her report
�Concerning the Expression of the Indirect Command in Latvian� (to be
published in the conference proceedings) that in Latvian indirect commands
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are now expressed by means of the particle lai �let�. This particle is asso-
ciated with the present indicative or the oblique mood, for example, l a i
tu s k a t o t i e s �you should look�. The corresponding Estonian parti-
cle las has no evidential meaning; the construction expresses a command
that is directed at the listener, for example, l a s ma t e e n �let me do
it�, l a s ta t e e b �tell him that he should do it; allow him to do it�.

Livonian reveals an unusual situation as well. Similarly to Estonian, the
third person imperative has become generalized into the first and the second
persons, but almost always the particle laz is added to this form. We are
dealing with a clear case of reported imperative: (l a z) ma l u’ g g õ g
— (l a z) meg l u’ g g õ g õ d �I should read � We should read�. Livonian
also shows a peculiarity in that evidentiality is expressed in the declara-
tive sentence by an agent noun (performing various functions of the present
participle), which agrees with the subject in number (e.g. ta l u’ g g i j i
— ne l u’ g g i j i d �he read; they read�. Erika Krautmane discussed evi-
dentiality in Livonian in her report �Concerning the Expression of Indirect-
ness in Livonian�.

Two articles discuss languages other than the circum-Baltic languages.
The article by Petar Kehayov �Typology of Grammaticalized Evidentiality
in Bulgarian and Estonian� focuses on the comparison of Estonian and Bul-
garian systems of evidentiality. The article shows that the systems are rather
different both functionally and formally. Functionally Bulgarian seems to
be closer to Lithuanian than to Estonian. For example, both in Bulgarian
and in Lithuanian the evidential forms also perform the function of infer-
entiality and mirativity (Ambrazas 1997 : 263�265).

The article �On the Enets Evidential Suffixes� by Ago Künnap presents
an evidential system where in addition to indirect evidentiality also direct
auditive evidentiality is represented.

Evidentiality has been a topical problem in typological linguistics for
over a decade. This was proved by Ago Künnap�s account of the interna-
tional symposium at the University of La Trobe (Melbourne). We hope
that the Pühajärve seminar also made a contribution to the description of
this phenomenon.
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ÅVIDENCIAL≤NOST≤  V  ÅSTONSKOM  
I  NEKOTOR\H  DRUGIH  QZ\KAH.  VVODN\E ZAMEÄANIQ

16 noqbrq 2001 goda v Pœhaqrve (Åstoniq) v ramkah konferencii «Kontakty ma-
lyh qzykov» sostoqlsq seminar na temu «Oposredovannyj sposob peredaäi soob-
Yeniq — osobennostx qzykov baltijskogo areala?», na kotorom rassmatrivalosx
vyrawenie kategorii åvidencialxnosti v åstonskom, livskom, baltijskih qzykah,
a takwe privlekalisx tipologiäeskie paralleli iz bolee dalxnih qzykov. V pred-
lagaemom nomere wurnala opublikovany äetyre prozvuäavöih na seminare dok-
lada: Mati Årelta — o statuse œssiva v åstonskom qzyke, Helle Metslang i
Karla Paœsalu — analiz proishowdeniq kosvennogo nakloneniq s priznakom -na
v tartuskom dialekte, Birute Klaas — o vyrawenii oposredovannogo prikazaniq
v litovskom qzyke i Petra Kehajova — sopostavlenie åvidencialxnyh sistem
bolgarskogo i åstonskogo qzykov. Krome togo, opublikovana statxq Ago Kœnnapa,
posvqYennaq åvidencialxnoj sisteme åneckogo qzyka. Ostalxnye doklady, proäi-
tannye v Pœhaqrve, v kotoryh rassmatrivalosx vyrawenie åvidencialxnosti v
vyruskom dialekte (Sulev Iva), v zapadnyh dialektah Åstonii (Ållen Nijt), v
livskom qzyke (Årika Krautmane) i v latyöskom qzyke (Liena Mujwniece)
uvidqt svet v sbornike konferencii.
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